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how we traveled

Always Drives Alone

7 km

30% Cycling
2% Transit
14% Carpooling

13 km

20% Walking

Participants who
usually drive travel,
on average,

60% of participants

who always drove alone
transitioned to other modes

9.4 km

60%
change

While the average distance
is 11km, 60% of these commuters
travel less than 7 km - a distance
considered cycleable

11 km

40% Drive Alone

1% Telecommuting

9 km

Participants who usually
drive are most likely to
transition to cycling

2 km
6 km

39% Cycling

11 km

4% Transit

in drive alone trips

24%

6.7 km

among

31%
of partic.

7.5% Decrease
in drive alone trips

2% Telecommuting

11% Transit
11% Carpooling
8% Drive Alone

2 km

Participants who
never drive alone
travel, on average,

As persons who never drive
have already Shifted Gears, we
consider the direct program
impact for these participants
to be

0%

6.7 km

5 km
6 km
8 km

Participants with distant
commutes are the most likely
to have organized, regular carpools

22 km

14%

18% + 7.5% =
direct
program 25.5%
impact
decrease in
drive alone trips!

would be the overall
cycling mode share in the city of
Peterborough during the month of May
when we adjust the sample population to
reflect our most recent census data - that’s a
significant number of people commuting by
bike

118
20,615
93%
65,724
23

workplaces participated in this
year’s challenge

trips were
logged this May using sustainable modes of
transportation

of participants said they
would continue to travel more sustainably
after the Shifting Gears challenge ends

kilometers were
traveled by foot or on bike - a healthy start
to the summer

Walking

39%

40% Cycling

Participants who ride transit
are likely to do so all the time
rather than occasionally

22%

Never Drives Alone

28% Walking

Cycling

24%
change

7 km

22% Drive Alone

18% Decrease

78% of participants who
sometimes drove alone
transitioned to other modes.
Before the program, they used
other modes 54% of the time, for a
net shift of

Participants who
sometimes drive travel,
on average,

12 km

30%
of partic.

36%

14% Carpooling

among

1/3

of Peterborough’s labour force
is employed at a workplace that participates
in Shifting Gears

Carpool Bus

Sometimes Drives Alone

3 km

overall

21% 13% 6%

30%

by mode
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Drives Alone

31%

distance
traveled

overall

math

average

before
during
shifting gears shifting gears
3% Telecommuting
11% Walking

doingthe

metric tonnes of greenhouse gas
emissions were avoided as a result of this
year’s challenge

2%

Telecommuting

2013workplaces

Toy Shop

2013partners
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Peterborough Community Bike Shop

